


Punk is the way in which I understand the entanglement of my artistic and political practice, and is also a key site or 
community in which part of my practice takes place. Performing, writing, collaborating, designing and speaking as the vocalist 
for feminist punk band Petrol Girls has formed the core of my practice for the last ten years, but is now receding, as other 
aspects of my practice grow. Punk offers a site of convergence for radical politics, art and music, and is highly collaborative, 
encouraging the active participation of everyone involved through its DIY ethic. It is also through punk that I have come to 
consider culture as a necessary political battleground, as it is through hegemonic culture that oppressive structures such as the 
nation state and gender binary are upheld. 

Alongside and often intersecting with the band, my practice includes writing (largely creative non-fiction), participatory 
projects, zine making, textile artworks, public installations and sculpture, print making, facilitating demonstrations, banner 
painting, public speaking, organising, poster and t-shirt design.

Collaboration
My practice is mostly collaborative. 
I collaborate with other activists to 
create demonstrations, campaigns 
and solidarity efforts. I collaborate 
with my bandmates to create our 
records and live shows, and we 
collaborate with our producer, 
record label, and booking agents 
as well as local promoters and 
sound technicians to make it all 
happen. I work with videographers, 
photographers, and graphic 
designers to create the band’s visual 
output. I often create projects to 
involve our audience, inviting them 
to contribute to zines, music videos, 
and even our live show through 
voice recordings - an extension of 
the common punk gesture of passing 
the mic.

Talking-with, making-with, chanting-with, singing-with, dancing-with, becoming-with.

Translation across form
My practice centres on topics or 
questions which move through 
different forms or contexts. These 
are small acts of translation and 
generative ways of thinking-through. 
Cutting & stitching for example has 
been a recurring gesture and concept 
throughout my practice, beginning 
with a textile piece stitched from 
yellow sections of the German flag and 
evolving into a participatory project, 
a song lyric, an album concept, a 
pamphlet, a site specific installation, 
an essay, a music video, a practice of 
stitching banners together, a textile 
poem, another song…

Repetition 
Many aspects of my practice are 
repetitive: print making; touring 
a live punk show, performing 
the songs and speaking between 
them in different locations every 
night; holding monthly femicide 
demonstrations and painting the 
banners. The physical forms of my 
practice are often multiples: albums, 
concerts, prints, posters, t-shirts, 
zines.

Language
Writing is a huge part of my practice. My 
essays and articles have been published 
in books, online and print magazines, 
an anarchist newspaper, the form of a 
pamphlet, and are regularly self-published 
in physical zines and online. I write 
lyrics, which I then vocalise - screaming, 
shouting, singing, speaking - on record 
and at live concerts. At live concerts, 
my body joins the words in creating 
language and I speak a lot in between 
songs. Many participatory parts of my 
practice are concerned with amplifying 
and collaborating with other voices. I 
also use language in other physical forms 
- a passing comment turned into public 
sculpture, flags reconstructed to make 
words float in a border river, lyrics turned 
into t-shirt designs, and back the other 
way - a poem made from punk patches, 
that then became a song.

Visibility
I am often visible in my practice - as 
a performer, through writing in first 
person, as another participant, as a 
speaker. This is a political practice in 
making my position clear. 

PRACTICE
STATEMENT

Ren Aldridge (2023)



TEDx TUWien Lecture (2022)
Written exerpt.

We cannot leave this up to governments. We certainly cannot leave this up 
to the police. We are also experts. We are experts in our own communities. 
And it is up to us: to challenge gender roles and inequalities, to challenge 
aggressive masculinity, to challenge male entitlement.

It is up to us to disconnect our idea of love from ownership and stop 
romanticising controlling and abusive behaviour. It is up to us to stick our 
noses in, and make the safety of our friends and neighbours our business. It 
is up to us to name femicide for what it is, and to demand better, from each 
other, from the media and the government. 

We can’t bring back the woman or girl who was likely murdered whilst you 
listened to me speak today. But we can start to make the kind of changes that 
I have suggested. And I believe that if we do, there will come a month, then 
6 months, then a year, when I don’t paint any banners. Where not one single 
woman, girl, person is murdered because of their gender. 

Lets follow the lead of the colossal, radical Ni Una Menos movement fighting 
femicide in Latin America, the feminist revolution persisting against all odds 
in Rojava, the huge movement led by women and teenage girls rising up in 
Iran after the femicide of a Kurdish woman, Jina Mahsa Amini at the hands 
of the morality police, the women resisting the Taliban in Afghanistan. The 
feminist revolution is happening right now and it is up to us to bring that 
revolution into our own communities. 

From Iran to Latin America. 
From here in Vienna to wherever you are watching this:

JIN JIYAN ADAZI
NEHMT IHR UNS EINE 
ANTWORTEN WIR ALLE
VIVAS NOS QUEREMOS 
NI UNA MENOS

Photo by Oana Ianovici
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Femicide banners and demonstrations
(2020 - Present)
Since we began demonstrating against femicide in June 2020, 
I have painted the majority of the banners marking each 
femicide, and more recently have begun facilitating group 
banner painting sessions, which are also useful for integrating 
new members of the group and improving group relationships. 

I argued for us to change our strategy from trying to react 
directly to each femicide that took place, to holding a regualr 
monthly demonstration. In 2021 I began stitching the banners 
together and developing an end of demonstration ritual. After 
marching with the banners for that month, we then lie out all 
of the banners from the year so far, and hold a minutes silence. 
We also use this tactic on the 25 Novemeber - the International 
Day against Violence Against Women, and on 8 March - 
International Women’s Day.  

The banners are an effective way of taking up public space 
and making femicide visible, whilst underlining our political 
demands. I use bedsheets for the banners because of the 
symbolism of turning something from the private sphere, 
where the majority of these murders take place, into a politcal 
statement, echoing the sentiment that the private is political. 

Photos by Dokuservice Steiermark



Fight For Our Lives (2022)
Single from Baby, by Petrol Girls
Lyrics & vocals: Ren Aldridge & Janey Starling

Still from Fight For Our Lives music video
Produced/ directed by Ren Aldridge
Shot by Bernhard Wimmer
Edited by Joe York

Listen/ watch onine here.

https://petrolgirls.bandcamp.com/track/fight-for-our-lives-ft-janey-starling


Exerpt from Fight For Our Lives Press Release

This International Women’s Day we are releasing Fight For Our Lives in honour 
of the global fight back against the systemic murder of women and marginalised 
genders. This bandcamp-only release features Janey Starling on guest vocals, and is 
raising funds for Level Up - a feminist campaigning group co-founded by Janey - 
who are developing a trans-inclusive virtual femicide database. 

As Janey has written, International Women’s Day gets coopted and watered down 
but its radical origins are in a garment worker’s strike in New York, and in recent 
years this idea of strike has developed beyond just wage labour, and erupted into 
the global women’s strike movement. ‘WE WANT TO LIVE’ is this years slogan 
from Women’s Strike UK, echoing the slogan VIVAS NOS QUEREMOS - NI 
UNA MENOS from Latin America, where the women’s strike movement began 
in order to fight back against relentless femicides and gender based violence, by 
withdrawing women’s labour - unwaged, waged, domestic, care work, ect. - because 
when we stop, the world stops with us! 

The feminist group I’m part of here in Austria is based on this principle, and this 
song was written because of the regular femicide demos that we’ve been running 
here in Graz since June 2020, to make sure not a single femicide in Austria goes 
unanswered. NEHMT IHR UNS EINE - ANTWORTEN WIR ALLE! The intro 
lyrics describe these demos. We have painted the deaths of so many women and 
even young girls onto bed sheets to carry through the streets. This IWD, we will 
spread out all of the bed-sheet banners that mark each murder since last IWD in 
the main square, to make visible the scale of this violence. Austria is one of the 
European countries with the highest rate of femicide for the size of its population. 
We now hold our demos once a month because we know that unless there is 
systemic change, there will continue to be femicides every month. Some of our 
demands are in the lyrics to this track. We need safe housing for all, unconditional 
universal basic income, more domestic violence shelters and specialist services. 
We need better sex and relationship education in schools and the same rolled out 
across every workplace. We need responsible media reporting - and since these 
demos began we have seen a tangible shift in the way femicide is reported in 
Austria!

Lyrics

We’re on the streets again
Another bed sheet painted with the blood of a sister
the hands of violent men
the hands of a society that doesn’t believe us

Power and control
Power and control

We will reclaim the night and our minds and 
our bodies and our homes 
our bodies and our homes

We will fight for all of us to have the means to be free
the means to be free

YOU DON’T OWN US

WE FIGHT FOR OUR LIVES

Power and control
Power and control

We demand that the media stops perpetuating the narratives 
that kill us, and robbing dead women of dignity
robbing dead women of dignity

We mourn every sibling stolen by male violence
trans, sex workers, undocumented
Our murders are systemic

YOU DON’T OWN US

WE FIGHT FOR OUR LIVES



Petrol Girls (2013 - present)
Live performance

I formed Petrol Girls in 2013 for an International Women’s Day DIY 
punk gig that I hosted in my  kitchen. Over the last ten years we have 
played countless shows and festivals. These are the key aspects of my live 
performance that have developed: 

- My vocal style and stage presence is very aggressive and I’ve enjoyed 
playing with gender stereotypes, movement and clothing in this context.

- I am committed to holding the space at the front of our shows for women 
and marginalised genders. This practice is constantly developing and site 
specific to each show. We play heavy music and if I don’t hold the space 
then cis-men take over the front of the show with mosh pits that exclude 
most others. and replicate the gender norms I’m singing against. 

- Speaking between songs on stage has become a large part of live 
performances. I speak to politically articulate the songs and connect them 
to current political campaigns and movements. 

- Passing the microphone into the crowd is a common gesture in punk 
performances. I wrote my masters thesis on how to expand this practice 
and amplify other voices. 

- After the show we sell merchandise, which is key to how the band can 
be sustained financially and gives an opportunity to connect directly with 
the audience. Because of the issues I address lyrically,  I speak with a lot of 
survivors of gender-based violence, and have learnt how to engage whilst 
holding strong boundaries. 



Baby (2022)
Tracklist:
1.   Scraps
2.   Preachers 
3.   Feed My Fire
4.   Baby, I Had an Abortion
5.   Clowns
6.   Unsettle
7.   Fight for Our Lives
8.   Violent by Design
9.   One or the Other
10.  Sick & Tired
11.  Bones
 

Written & performed by Petrol Girls
Ren Aldridge, Joe York, Robin Gatt, Manfred Herzog. 

Produced, mixed & mastered by Peter Miles
Released 24 June 2022 on Hassle Records

Artwork by Ren Aldridge
Layout by Matt Stevenson 

Listen here.

https://open.spotify.com/album/4h2iTWNASAecNc26mPncPx


Baby Special edition vinyl covers (2022)
Designed and silkscreen printed by Ren Aldridge. 
Edition of 500



Behind the Scenes at Middle Farm (2022)
Self published zine about the process of recording Baby.
Photos by Martyna Wisniewska
Design, layout and text by Ren Aldridge

Page spread from zine



Page spread from zine



Exerpt from zine



You gotta lotta trust in thugs in uniform
So who is it that you think that they protect you from?
Who do you see when you see them?
Model-village citizen. 

Just a slap on our wrists and we know it
We breathe easy [breathe] sleep easy 

Our shock shows our distance
Shows we’ve not been listening

There to make us safe
Keep us in our place
Criminals must pay
So do what they say

Who’s law? who’s order?
Who’s law? who’s order?
Why address need when they can protect greed?
The P.I.C.’s expanding

What kind of peace do they keep?
I see no justice

You think they make us safe?
Are they a friendly face?
Keep us all in our place
Hey it’s a pretty nice place you got there

Oh are they the good guys?
Are they the nations pride?
Always on the right side
The thin blue line is violent by design

Invented to protect property
Value statues more than our bodies
They humiliate and disbelieve
They protect their own

Just a domestic
She had it coming

Just a wrong’un in a “just system” 
Can’t even deliver on its own outcomes
They get access to the vulnerable
There’s rapists and killers in uniform

But why, didn’t she
Call up, the police? 

You take their advice?
Do you stay home at night
We’re more likely to die
In our homes at the hands of a man we know

Oh are they the good guys?
Are they the nation’s pride?
Always on the right side
The thin blue line is violent by design

How many bad apples
Til we look at the tree
Pull at its roots
Confront our history

ACAB! 
They don’t protect me! 

Violent By Design (2022)
Single from Baby, by Petrol Girls
Lyrics by Ren Aldridge & Janey Starling

Listen here. 

https://open.spotify.com/track/6ow8MlGwGb1jPDeEXqHa5r?si=da04af3bda0d4ffe&nd=1


I’m a god damn should be mother
Got a womb so that’s my purpose
I’m a god damn incubator
But baby I’ll see you later
Who’s life are you pro?
Who’s do you want to control?
Heaven forbid my rights
Heaven forgive what I decide
SHAME SHAME SHAME
Point your finger and cry
SHAME SHAME SHAME
Oh I feel it deep inside

BABY I HAD AN ABORTION

Oh its a god damn moral panic
Save the sperm because its sacred
Blessed is the foetus
But god damn the children in existence
Who’s life are you pro?
Who’s do you want to control
You want to come inside
Tell me how i’m traumatised
Shame shame shame
Point your finger and cry oh its a
Shame shame shame
That I’m not sorry I’M NOT SORRY

BABY I HAD AN ABORTION
BABY I HAD
An abortion
An abortion

Baby, I Had An Abortion (2022) 
Single from Baby, by Petrol Girls. 
Artwork, lyrics and vocals by Ren Aldridge

Listen here. 

https://open.spotify.com/album/1nTq9jglqAaYyonkFY87Bc


Article on the overturning of Roe vs Wade 
for Kerrang! Music magazine (2022)

Baby, I Support Abortion merch designs (2022)
Slogan by Petrol Girls, design by Ren Aldridge



Reproductive Justice (2022)
Collaborative zine. 
Editing, design, layout by Ren Aldridge
Writing on this spread by Ren Aldridge



Cut & Stitch (2019)
Tracklist
1. Intro
2. The Sound
3. Tangle of Lives
4. Interlude (Q&A)
5. Big Mouth
6. Interlude (Looming)
7. Monstrous
8. No Love For A Nation
9. Skye
10. Burn
11. Talk In Tongues
12. Interlude (They Say)
13. Rootless
14. Weather Warning
15. Naive

by Petrol Girls:
Ren Aldridge, Liepa Kuraite, Joe York, 
Manfred Herzog. 

Produced, recorded, mixed and mastered 
by Peter Miles at Middle Farm Studios.
Released May 24, 2019 on Hassle Records.

Artwork by Ren Aldridge.
Layout by Liepa Kuraite. 

Listen here.

https://open.spotify.com/album/6zzNiZODJYIFbwZiluHVYJ?si=GDVuJXn0Rn-KOHlSsSAi8Q


Section of the insert for the vinyl 
version of Cut & Stitch
Lyrics and Artwork by Ren Aldridge
Layout by Liepa Kuraite









Yellow flag (2014)
Yellow flag, made from yellow sections of the German flag 

Photographed in Berlin at various locations including The 
Holocaust Memorial, The Reichstag and The Berlin Wall.



No Love For A Nation (2019) 
Song by Petrol Girls - lyrics and vocals by Ren Aldridge. 
Video produced by Ren Aldridge and directed by Martyna Wisniewska. 

Listen and watch online here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4HavpO_gbY


CONTAIN / CONTROL (2019)
Made from Austrian and Slovenian flags. 
Site specific installation on the River Mur at the
point where it forms the border between Austria 
and Slovenia, for Transborders Festival. 

Still from video documentation

Watch online here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDQRJNIb0SQ


CONTAIN / CONTROL (2019)
Video still

The following slide is an exerpt from an essay 
published in Das Magazin Der Sloweninnen 

und Slowenen in der Steiermark 2020





Page spread from The Grapevine Zine 2017 

This textile poem was then developed into a song in 
collaboration with producer Peter Miles. Spare Gender 
Revolution (2016) is currently unreleased.

Listen online here.

https://soundcloud.com/ren-aldridge/spare-gender-revolution/s-Ij3SZK9Truf?si=62a1e5fe27264b7db40f8261c3b033c5&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing


Talk Of Violence (2016)
Track list
1. False Peace 2.
2. Clay
3. Fang
4. Treading Water
5. Touch Me Again
6. Harpy
7. Restless
8. Phallocentric
9. Deflate
10. Rewild

by Petrol Girls:
Ren Aldridge, Liepa Kuraite, Joe York, 
Manfred Herzog. 

Released Nov 18, 2016 on Bomber Records
Artwork by Ren Aldridge & Liepa Kuraite

Listen here.

https://open.spotify.com/album/64bdsls9U5ZGarwEkCbVfl


Touch Me Again (2016)
 Single from Talk of Violence

This song has transformed into different forms 
including a t-shirt design and an essay for 404 ink’s book 
Nasty Women (2017) pictured on this page, and two 
participatory projects pictured on the following pages. 

This song is our most popular and  remains in our live 
set list. My politics around consent have developed 
considerably since this song and essay were written, and I 
try to reflect these changes when I speak on stage before 
we play the song. 



Touch Me Again voice samples project 
(2016-2017)
For this project, I invited our audience to submit voice recordings of 
their experiences of sexual violence and harassment at specific festivals 
that we were due to play. I then compiled the submissions into sound-
scapes for each specific festival, and played them right before we played 
Touch Me Again live at the festivals. 



Touch Me Again music video (2017)
For the music video for Touch Me Again, I invited our audience to 
contribute video footage responding to the lyrics. I then collaborated 
with videographer Sammi Whitaker to build the music video from these 
submissions. 

The video is available online here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8TZsBGgoMc


My Body My Fucking Choice (2020)
Merchandise Design and Zine

This is a more recent merch design and zine based on another 
lyric from Touch Me Again: “It’s my body, my fucking choice” 
which echoes the popular demo chant. This merch and zine were 
created to raise money for the Solidarity Not Silence campaign 
(the legal defence of myself and two other women).



Exerpts from the zine:



Give Us A Smile Love (2013)
Wood and metal, installed on scaffolding that was already attached to the building.
This sculpture went on to be exhibited at a number of art fairs in London and an exhibition in Liverpool. 
Where possible, it was combined with a street harassment mapping project and feminist meetings. 

Listen online 
here. 

Give Us A Smile (2016, Unreleased)
Song created in collaboration with Peter Miles through our art punk project, Paste. 

This track is a development from the sculpture and surrounding projects. The 
verses are constructed from crowd-sourced voice recordings of participants 
recounting their experiences of street harassment. 

https://soundcloud.com/ren-aldridge/give-us-a-smile/s-QNxOmI3T8UD?si=62a1e5fe27264b7db40f8261c3b033c5&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing
https://soundcloud.com/ren-aldridge/give-us-a-smile/s-QNxOmI3T8UD?si=62a1e5fe27264b7db40f8261c3b033c5&utm_source=clipboard&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=social_sharing

